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AMCSUS Heads of School,

 It is an honor to announce that the NewDay USA Foundation is partnering with AMCSUS 
member schools to award NewDay USA Foundation Scholarships to the children of American disabled 
veterans and service members. NewDay USA’s generous scholarships provide financial assistance (up to 
$20,000 per year for up to four years) to qualifying families of veterans and service members who have 
sacrificed so greatly on behalf of our nation. 

 NewDay USA sets aside 5% of eligible net income for charitable giving. The NewDay USA 
Foundation seeks to positively impact the lives of our nation’s veterans and service members.  NewDay 
USA is already funding ten scholarships at a few AMCSUS schools which will continue as promised. 
NewDay USA is seeking to expand their program to more AMCSUS schools. 

 NewDAY USA has agreed to increase the number of their scholarships from 10 to 20 this 
summer with the intent to further expand the program as the company continues to grow. 

 All AMCSUS schools are invited to have their Admissions officers identify prospective 
candidates that meet scholarship criteria (attached) and forward their nominees to NewDay USA for 
their review and consideration. While the criteria for the scholarships are quite specific, NewDay USA 
does have some level of flexibility as they strive to find compelling cases where they can assist truly 
deserving veterans and their families. 

 In an effort to also include AMCSUS’s three public charter schools, NewDay USA is examining 
various means of support the three California charter schools that are members of the AMCSUS family.  
The nature of that amount is currently being discussed. 

 In addition to the scholarships detailed above, NewDay USA will serve as a “Scholarship 
Sponsor” for the AMCSUS Annual Conference and recognize the NewDay USA Scholars during our 
award’s banquet.  NewDay has also graciously agreed to facilitate senior retired Flag and Enlisted 
leaders to serve as speakers as part of AMCSUS member school’s leadership speaker programs. 

 Please join me in recognizing Rob Posner NewDay USA’s Founder (and Fishburne graduate), 
RADM Thomas Lynch (USN ret.) NewDay USA Executive Chairman, Captain Joe Stewart (USN ret.) 
NewDay USA Foundation President and Gary Morrison Vice President for Scholarship Development 
(and former Fishburne President) for taking this program from an idea to reality. 

Respectfully, 
//signed// 

RANDAL D. FULLHART 
Major General, USAF (ret) 
AMCSUS President
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